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1. SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1961: Item 3.L. of the Agenda
(Official Records No. 106, Resolution EB26.R11 and Annex 6;
Document Afl. /AF1/5 Rev.11 (continued)

The CHAIRMAN proposed that further consideration of this item be again

deferred until such time as a decision on the means of financing the malaria

eradication programme had been taken by the Joint Meeting of the Committee

on Programme and Budget and the Committee on Administration, Finance and

Legal Matters.

It was so agreed.

2. ASSESSMENTS FOR 1960 AND 1961 OF NEW MEMBERS: Item 3.13 of the Agenda
(Document A14/AFL /11 âc Add.1

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director -General, Secretary, said that Part I of

document 1í14/AFL/11 referred to the various resolutions of previous Health

Assemblies which provided the basis on which the scale of assessment for 1960

and 1961 had been established. Part II of the document listed the States

that had become full Members of the Organization during 1960 - the majority

having been admitted to associate membership of the Organization during the

Thirteenth World Health Assembly - and ended with a draft resolution concerning

the assessments to be made on those Members for the years 1960 and 1961. The

proposed assessments were based on the United Nations! scale of assessment as

modified to suit the requirements of the Organization. During 1961 four States

had become full Members of the Organization, as shown in document A]J4 /AFL /11 Xdd.l

which also included a form of draft resolution concerning assessments on those

Members for 1961.
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Mr KITTANI (Iraq) asked whether States which had become full Members

of the Organization during the course of 1960 would be assessed at the full

rate even though their membership dated from late in the year; he understood

that that was not the practice as regards United Nations' assessments. He also

asked for information on the budgetary treatment of income accruing from

assessments against new Members for 1960 and 1961.

The SECRETARY said that, in accordance with paragraph 5.8 of the Financial

Regulations, new Members were assessed for a full year irrespective of the time

of year at which they became Members, Income. accruing from assessments against

new Members was treated as casual income in, accordance with the provisions of

paragraph 5.2(c) of the Financial Regulations.

Mr KITTANI (Iraq) said that, although he still considered it to be

illogical that a State becoming a Member towards the end of the year should be

assessed at the rate for the full year, he would not press the matter at this

juncture.

Mr IBRAHIM (Nigeria) agreed with the remarks of the previous speaker and

hoped that the Health Assembly would decide to reduce the assessments

in respect of 1960 for countries like his own which had become Members late in

the year. He also asked for an explanation of the rate at which

Nigeria had been assessed since it was higher than those of other new

Members.
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The SECRETARY, replying to the second point, said that assessment of new

Members was based on the scale of assessments established for Members of the

United Nations or on information furnished by the United Nations Committee on

Contributions. Reference to Annex 1 of document A14 /AFL /11 would show that

in the scale of assessment established by the United Nations, the rate for

Nigeria was .21% which was higher than the rate on the WHO scale.

With regard to the first point, the text of the relevant paragraph of the

Financial Regulations was clearly intended by the Fourth World Health Assembly

to mean that assessments on new Members were to be made on the basis of a whole

year and that interpretation had always been followed. However, it should be

noted that new Members which had been admitted to associate membership of the

Organization by the Thirteenth World Health Assembly and had subsequently become

full Members, would have been assessed for contributions as Associate Members.

Such assessments would have been invalidated and would be replaced by the

assessments as new Members.

The CHAI WdT put to the Committee the following two resolutions contained

in document A14 /AFL/11 and Ldd.1:.

Assessments for 1960 and 1961 of now Members

The Fourteenth World Health Assembly,

Noting that several States including some former Associate Members
became Members of the Organization during 1960 by depositing with the
Secretary.Zeneral of the United Nations a formal instrument of acceptance
of the World Health Organization Constitution,

DECIDES that these Members shall be assessed for 1960 and 1961
as follows:
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Per cent.

Central African Republic 0e04
Dahomey. 0.04

Cabon Republic 0.04

Nigeria 0.19

Republic of the Congo (Brazzaville) 0,04

Republic of the Ivory Coast 0.06
Republic of Mali 0.04

Republic of the Niger 0.04

Republic of Upper Volta 0.04
Republic of Senegal 0.06

Assessment for 1961 of now Members

The Fourteenth World Health Assembly,

Noting that several States became Members of the Organization in 1961
by depositing with the Secretary - General of the United Nations a formal -

instrument of acceptance of the World Health Organization Constitution,

DECIDES that these Members shall be assessed for 1961 as follows:

Member State Per cent.

Republic of Chad 004
Republic of Cyprus 0.04
Malagasy Republic 0.06
Republic of Somalia 0.04

Decision: The two resolutions wore adopted,

3. SCALE OF ASSESSMENT FOR 1962: Item 3., 714 of the Agenda (Resolution WE A9.15.;

Document A14/AFL/11 & Add.1'

The SECRETARY said that the proposed scale of assessment for 1962 was

attached as Annex 2 to document A14 /AFL /11. Since that document had been

issued, the four countries mentioned in document A14/AFE/11 Add,1 had become

Members of the Organization. Consequently a paper had been circulated with a

revised scale of assessment including assessments on the four new Members at

the same rates as for the current year.
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Dr BANG (Republic of Korea) said that his Government had deeply

appreciated the action of the Health Assembly five years ago in agreeing to

fix the rate of assessment for his country at the lowest possible rate,

in view of the economic conditions resulting from the war. The economic

recovery of Korea had proceeded at a remarkable rate and his Government was

now quite prepared to accept the new rate of assessment for 1962 although it

would involve an increase in the contribution of about $ 7000 - a considerable

sum in the present state of his country1s economy. His Government was proud

to co- operate in this great organization and hoped sincerely to continue to

enjoy the benefits of this co- operation and of the assistance of other

organizations and nations.

Decision: The draft resolution in Part III of document A114 /AFL/11
was adopted.

11.. HEADQUARTERS ACCOMMODATION: Items 3.18.1, 3.18.2 and 3.18.3 of the
Agenda (Official Records No. 106, Resolutions EB26.R36, EB26.R26, EB26.R16,
EB26.R17 and EB26.R.11a., and Annex 8; Documents A14 /AFL/15 & Corr,1..

A14/AFI/21, A14/AFL/16 & Corr.1"

On the proposal of the CHAIRMAN, the Committee agreed to discuss together

the three items of the agenda relating to headquarters accommodation: Progress

report; Status of the Building Fund; Reimbursement by the United Nations.
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The SECRETARY said that document A14/AFI/15 contained the progress

report of the Director -General to the Executive Board at its twenty- seventh

session concerning headquarters accommodation. It would be seen that

matters were already well advanced; agreements had been signed with the

authorities of the Canton of Geneva and with the Swiss Federal authorities;

the architect was completing definitive drawings and it was hoped that

construction would be started at the earliest possible date.

Mr BRADY, representative of the Executive Board, said that the Thirteenth

World Health Assembly, in resolution -6/13.46, had authorized the construction

of a building for the WITO headquarters at a cost not to exceed Sw. fr. 40 000 000,

had authorized the Executive Board to exercise certain functions in respect of

the construction and. to delegate that authority to a standing committee

to be composed of three members of the Board and the Chairman of the Board.

At the session of the Executive Board following thc.Thirteenth World Health

Assembly, the Board had received a report from the Ad hoc Building Committee,

which had then been dissolved, and had appointed a standing committee in

accordance with the wishes oî the Health Assembly. The standing committee

had met during the twenty -sixth session of the Board to examine the text.

of the agreements, ti approve procedures for inviting tenders for the

contracts and criteria for the atJard of such contracts and to review the

progress of the work. The standing committee had subsequently submitted

a report to the Board (Official Records No. 106, Annex 8) and the Board had

adopted resolution 2B26.R36.
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The CHAIRMAN read the following draft resolution:

The Fourteenth World Health Assembly

1.' NOTES with satisfaction the report of the Director- General with
regard to headquarters accommodation;

2. EXPRESSES its appreciation to the Swiss Confederation and the
Republic and Canton of Geneva for their assistance in the provision
of adequate headquarters accommodation; and

3. REQUESTS the Director - General to report further to the Fifteenth
World Health Assembly.

Decision: The resolution was adopted.

The SECRETARY said that document A14 /AFL /21 showed the present status of the

Headquarters Building Fund and indicated that a further sum of $ 500 000 would be

credited to the Fund in 1961.

The CHAIRMAN read the text of the following draft resolution:

The Fourteenth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the report of the Director- General on the
status of the Headquarters Building Fund as at 31 December 1960,

NOTES the report.

Decision: The resolution was adopted.

The SECRETARY said that document A14 /.AFL /16 contained the report of the

Director - General to the Executive Board at its twenty - seventh session concerning

the reimbursement by the United Nations for WHO's investment in the Palais des

Nations. In accordance with resolution WHA13.42 the Director- General had negotiated
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with the United Nations regarding such reimbursement. As a result of the

negotiations, a joint submission had been made by the Director - General and the

Secretary- General of the United Nations to the United Nations Advisory Committee

on Administration and Budgetary Questions which had recommended to the United

Nations General Assembly that the joint proposal be approved. A favourable result

had been obtained; the United Nations had agreed to reimburse WHO for the book

value of its investment in the Palais des Nations, and, consequently, the budgetary

provision of $ 500 000, as proposed by the Director - General for the year 1962,

could be reduced; detailed information with regard to that reduction would be

submitted to the Committee on Programme and Budget when it dealt with the question

of the budget ceiling for 1962. The indicative figure which had been given to

the Executive Board of the amount that would have to be included in the 1962

budget estimates if the United Nations agreed to the reimbursement now required

adjustment because of differences in the exchange rates used in the calculations:

on recalculation, the estimate of the amount required was $ 296 335 instead of

the earlier figure of $ 285 000. That still permitted a reduction in the amount

to be included in the 1962 budget estimates of approximately $ 204 000.

Mr BRADY, representative of the Executive Board, said that the matter had been

considered by the Board at both its twenty -sixth and twenty-seventh sessions. At

the twenty -sixth session, when the question of reimbursement was still pending in

the General 'Assembly, the Board had adopted resolution EB26.R17 expressing the hope

that the General Assembly would accept the recommendation of the Advisory Committee
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on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. At its twenty- seventh session the Board

had been very happy to note the satisfactory decision that had been reached and

had, in resolution EB27.R14, recommended that the Health Assembly express its

appreciation to the General Assembly of the United Nations.

The CHAIRMAN proposed the adoption of the resolution recommended by the Executive

Board in its resolution E927.R14.

Decision: The resolution was adopted.

5. USE OF RUSSIAN AS A WORKING LANGUAGE IN THE REGIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
EUROPE: Item 5 of the Supplementary Agenda (Official Records No. 106,
Resolution EE26.R43 and Annex 12)

The SECRETARY explained that as a result of a recommendation made by the

Regional Committee for Europe concerning the use of Russian as a working language

in the Regional Organization for Europe, the Director- General had included in the

programme and budget estimates for 1962 budgetary provisions to cover the cost of

using Russian as a working language in the meetings of the Regional Committee. The

use of Russian as a working language in the Regional Organization for Europe,

however, raised a question of principle, and the Director -General had not felt

himself competent to include provision for it in the 1962 budget without the prior

consent of the Board and the Health Assembly. He had brought the matter to the

attention of the Board which had, at its twenty -sixth session, adopted resolution

EB26.R34 recommending the Fourteenth World Health Assembly to take measures for a
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phased introduction of Russian as a working language in the Regional Organization

for Europe and indicating the amount of money which would be involved.

Mr BRADY, representative of the Executive Board, informed the Committee that

the question had been considered both by the Board's Standing Committee on

Administration and Finance and by the Board itself. The Director - General had

submitted a detailed report to the Board, which. was contained in Official ReCOrds

No. 106, Annex 12. After full consideration of the matter, the Board had adopted

the resolution already referred to by the Secretary.

Dr JUCHNIEWICZ (Poland) said that he had been present at the meeting of the

Regional Committee at which the matter had been discussed and had been struck by

the constructive attitude of members and by the friendly atmosphere which had

prevailed. He was sure the same spirit would prevail in the World Health Assembly's

discussions.

The recommendation of the Regional Committee had been welcomed in Poland,

where Russian was widely used. If Russian did become a working language of the

Regional Organization, medical workers would be able to read WHO's publications

and become better acquainted with the work of WHO, whose authority in Poland was

increasing. Thy use of Russian would also enable WHO to make use of the knowledge

of Soviet scientists. The amount of money involved was small in comparison with

the advantages which would be gained. He hoped the Committee would approve the

recommendation.
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Dr BIRZU (Romania) believed that the adoption of Russian as a working

language in the Regional Organization for Europe would be to WHO's advantage.

Financial considerations should not be considered an obstacle to accepting the

recommendation.

Dr PISTOLI (Albania) also thought that financial considerations should not

preclude the adoption of Russian as a working language in the Regional Organiza-

tion for Europe. The step was essential as it would enable many to follow and

take a greater part in the work of the Organization.

Mr KOLYOVSKY (Bulgaria) said that the question of adopting Russian as a

working language in the Regional Organization for Europe had been discussed

several times and cogent arguments in favour had been advanced which were still

applicable. In a number of countries Russian was used more widely than the other

working languages, which meant that many medical workers could not follow the

Organization's work because its publications were not available in a language

they could understand. That was, for instance, the case in Bulgaria. Moreover,

the adoption of Russian as a working language would facilitate the collaboration

between medical writers in such countries and the Organization.

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no further comments, suggested the

Committee might adopt a draft resolution as follows:

The Fourteenth World Health Assembly,

Having considered the recommendation of the Executive Board in
resolution EB26.R34, which was based on the recommendation of the

Regional Committee for Europe for the phased introduction of Russian
as a working language in the Regional Organization for Europe, with

a view to full implementation by 1963,
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1. ACCEPTS in principle the recommendation of the Executive Board;

2. DECIDES, in order to begin implementation in 1962, to add the
amount of $ 21 400 to the budget estimates for 1962, to finance the
extended use of the Russian language proposed for that year.

Decision: The draft resolution was approved.

6. REFERENCE OF AN ITEM TO THE LEGAL SUB - COMMITTEE

The SECRETARY suggested that the Committee might wish to refer the proposal

by the delegation of the United Arab Republic to amend the Rules of Procedure of

the World Health Assembly (document A14 /AFL/27) to the Legal Sub -Committee for

consideration with item 3.7 of the agenda which dealt with other amendments to

the Rules of Procedure.

It was so agreed.

The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.


